Postscript

The 7th International Symposium on Practical Surface analysis (PSA-16) was held at Hotel ICC Daejeon, Korea, during October 16-21, 2016. This special issue of Journal of Surface Analysis is published as the proceedings of the PSA-16. You may notice that many articles have figures with (color online) notes. Every scientific article will be published electronically at http://www.sasj.jp/JSA/CONTENTS and later https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/browse/jsa (with DOI), both with access-free.

These excellent review and papers clearly show the high level reached by surface analysis and metrology standardization and its contribution to leading industries. The further advances will be presented at the next symposium to be held in 2019 in Sapporo, Japan. (N. Sanada)
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